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RELEASE DATE
19TH MAY 2017

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMM902254
Barcode: 3149020225424
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Isabelle Faust 
[Stradivarius Vieuxtemps violin, 1710]
Alexander Melnikov [Érard piano, c. 1885]
Salagon Quartet (5-8):
Christine Busch, Lisa Immer [violins]
Sebastian Wohlfarth [viola]
Gesine Queyras [cello]

FRANCK: Sonata for piano & violin, CHAUSSON: Concert
Isabelle Faust 
Alexander Melnikov

Regular chamber partners Isabelle Faust and Alexander Melnikov, playing on period instruments, shine new light on two
major works of chamber music written at the dawn of the 20th century. 
The 'Sonata' is Franck’s most frequently played and recorded work. Premiered by Eugène Ysaÿe, in Brussels on 16
December 1886, a judge as shrewd as Alfred Cortot was lucid enough to make an arrangement for solo piano. Since
then it has been transcribed for nearly every instrument on the planet and is a permanent staple of the repertoire.
Although it is devoid of passages in double stopping or pizzicato, the violin part, replete with treacherous chromatic twists
and turns, nonetheless poses formidable difficulties of intonation.
Franck's influence on Ernest Chausson's 'Concert' is unmistakable. A late-Romantic hybrid, the work blends elements of
piano and string quintet styles and here regains a freshness which delicately illuminates, in the hands of Faust and
Melnikov. Completed a year after the Symphony in B flat, and again written for Ysaÿe, the 'Concert' asserts its roots in
the heritage of Rameau and Couperin, thus foreshadowing Debussy’s 'Hommage à Rameau' (1905) and Ravel’s 'Le
Tombeau de Couperin' (1917).		

César FRANCK: Sonata for piano & violin in A major
1 | I. Allegro ben moderato 6'32
2 | II. Allegro 7'53
3 | III. Recitativo fantasia. Ben moderato 7'24
4 | IV. Allegro poco mosso 6'12
Ernest CHAUSSON: Concert for piano, violin & string quartet Op.21 in D major
5 | I. Décidé 13'58
6 | II. Sicilienne 4'26
7 | III. Grave 9'41
8 | IV. Finale. Très animé 10'52
									
“Alexander Melnikov's bright, at times almost puckish, piano playing is perfectly matched by the violinist Isabel Faust.
She is one of the few violinists who virtually always hits the note dead-centre, and her rapport with Melnikov is clear.” 
Rob Cowan, The Independent	
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Label: Glossa
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NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Sonia Prina [contralto]
laBarocca 
Ruben Jais

Heroes in Love   
Opera arias by Gluck
Sonia Prina 

There is no shortage of heroic roles in Gluck's repertoire. As well as Orfeo, from 'Orfeo ed Euridice', many memorable
parts were assigned to the alto voice (whether male castratos or female contraltos) and it is precisely this repertory which
is celebrated on this CD.
Gluck had the good fortune to work in the age of such celebrated alto singers as Gaetano Guadagni, Giovanni Carestini,
Vittoria Tesi and many others. Much of this repertory remains unrecorded until now, as Glossa steps in to fill the gap,
aided and abetted by Sonia Prina, one of the leading contraltos of her generation. She teams up with the fine Milanese
laBarocca orchestra, conducted by Ruben Jais, for her first full-scale opera recital on disc. Sonia Prina sang the leading
role in Handel’s  pasticcio 'Catone', recently released on Glossa to widespread acclaim as a preclude to her 
'mind-blowing' performance in 'Silla', another Handel opera, conducted by Fabio Biondi, to be presented in the Autumn,
also for Glossa.

Programme: 
01 Se in campo armato (Sofonisba, 1744) 4:44
02 Sperai vicino il lido (Demofoonte, 1743) 8:20
03 Dal suo gentil sembiante (Demetrio, 1742) 7:17
04 Sinfonia (Semiramide riconosciuta, 1748) 6:39
05 Nobil onda (Sofonisba, 1744) 8:11
06 Se fedele mi brama il regnante (Ezio, 1750) 7:04
07 Se tu vedessi come vegg’io (Ippolito, 1745) 7:14
08 Tradita, sprezzata (Semiramide riconosciuta, 1748) 3:49
09 Sinfonia (Ipermestra, 1744) 5:05
10 M’opprime, m’affanna (Sofonisba, 1744) 2:19
11 Ah! non turbi il mio riposo (Telemaco, 1765) 6:07
12 Se il fulmine sospendi (Ezio, 1763) 4:11

“Biondi reveals the score's potential with perfect pacing, breathless silences and towering affective climaxes, leaving you
wanting more even after three hours...[Prina] personifies dignity, commanding outrageous passagi with almost scornful
ease.” BBC Music Magazine, June 2015 *****
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Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: AM215
Barcode: 822186002155
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Nicolai Lugansky [piano]

CONCERT: Wigmore Hall 24th May,
Tchaikovsky

TCHAIKOVSKY: Grand Sonata Op. 37, The Seasons Op. 37b
Nicolai Lugansky 

Incredibly, despite several solo recordings dedicated to Russian composers, this new recording is award-winning artist
Nikolai Lugansky’s first Tchaikovsky recital on record. Though less well-known than his operas or his orchestral
compositions, Tchaikovsky’s piano music nonetheless contains essential works, such as the 'The Seasons' cycle and the
'Grand Sonata', featured here. Composed at a period of crisis in the composer‘s personal life, they illustrate two quite
different aspects of his style: on the one hand we have the fashionable worldliness of 'The Seasons', pieces that almost
belong to the genre of salon music; on the other, we see him ambitiously grappling with the classical sonata, in the
tradition of his illustrious predecessors, Liszt, Schumann, Chopin.
For Nikolai Lugansky, whom Gramophone has called “‘the most trailblazing and meteoric performer of all”, this recording
is like “having a new encounter with Tchaikovsky, almost like falling in love with someone new…ever since the
Tchaikovsky Competition in 1994 I haven’t played any of the pieces that I performed back then – apart from the
Concertos. Nearly all the solo works I played in the Competition, including the Grand Sonata, had dropped out of my
repertoire – I don’t know why. With The Seasons, it’s the same thing: I’d studied four of the twelve Seasons – it’s very
rewarding music to play. And what’s surprising is that these two works are both from his Opus 37; they were composed
during the same period.”

1-4 Sonata No.2 In G Major, Op.37, ‘Grand Sonata’ 
5-16 The Seasons, 12 Characteristic Pieces, Op.37b 
January – At The Fireside | February – Carnival | March – Song Of The Lark | April – Snowdrop 
May – White Nights | June – Barcarolle | July – Song Of The Reaper | August – Harvest 
September – The Hunt | October – Autumn Song | November – Troïka | December – Christmas 

lugansky.homestead.com
www.facebook.com/NikolaiLugansky
listen here: https://soundcloud.com/naiveclassiquejazz/sets/tchaikovsky-lugansky/s-wJ3XV
watch here The Seasons, November: https://youtu.be/pBmksvmo6zI
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Catalogue No: E8940
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NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Hopkinson Smith [8-course lute, Joel van
Lennep, 1974]

listen here:
https://soundcloud.com/naiveclassiquejazz/sets/hopkinson-smith-mad-dog/s-eFi0B
video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4us5Ei5jJEk&feature=youtu.be
hopkinsonsmith.com |
www.facebook.com/HopkinsonSmith | twitter
@hopkinsonsmith

Mad Dog
Hopkinson Smith

Naive are delighted to present a new fascinating journey into the heart of the Elizabethan Age. This anthology contains
four pieces connected with John Dowland and others by the generation of lute composers that preceded him. Lute
virtuoso Hopkinson Smith named the piece 'Mad Dog', as a symbol of his creative process: “There are many orphaned
lute pieces in English sources that have come down to us with no name at all. I have taken the liberty of christening four
such pieces in this programme with names that seem to suit their musical spirits. As we grow into a repertoire and ingest
its language and freedoms, a process of entering the creativity of an age gradually takes place. A fluency develops that
leads to many types of extemporisation. The naming of unnamed pieces can be seen as a natural extension of this.”
Hopkinson Smith has been praised as one of the masters of repertoire for early plucked instruments and has produced
over 25 prize-winning recordings for naïve including his lute arrangements of the Bach solo violin 'Sonatas and Partitas',
released in the year 2000, which was called by Gramophone "the best recording of these works on any instrument".

1 Johnson’s Jewell | John Johnson C.1540-1594 | 2 A Pavan To Delight | John Johnson 
3 Galliard To Delight | John Johnson | 4 Ward’s Repose | John Johnson 
5 As It Fell On A Holly Eve | Anthony Holborne ?-1602 | 6 Heigh Ho Holiday | Anthony Holborne 
7 Fantasy | Anthony Holborne | 8 Pavan Bray | William Byrd 1540-1623 
9 The Shoemaker’s Wife | John Dowland 1563-1626 | 10 Pavan | Anthony Holborne 
11 Galliard To The Pavan Before | Anthony Holborne | 12 Fantasy | Gregorio Huwet 1550?-1616-John Dowland 
13 Mr Dowland’s Midnight | John Dowland | 14 Mad Dog | Anthony Holborne 
15 My Selfe | Anthony Holborne | 16 Day’s End Pavan | John Johnson 
17 Passion | Anthony Holborne | 18 Carman’s Whistle | John Johnson 
19 Mr Holborns Last Will And Testament | Anthony Holborne | 20 Muy Linda | Anthony Holborne 
21 Prelude | John Dowland  22 The Fairy Round | Anthony Holborne 
23 Fare Thee Well | Anthony Holborne 
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Label: Rubicon
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: RCD1005
Barcode: 5065002149046
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Giovanni Guzzo [violin]

YSAYE: Six Sonatas for solo violin
Giovanni Guzzo

Ysaÿe’s six sonatas for solo violin are, together with J.S Bach’s 'Sonatas & Partitas' the most important extended works
for the solo violin. Ysaÿe composed each one of them with a particular violinist in mind, capturing their personality and
characteristics of their playing. These sonatas represent the stylistic bridge between the old and the new, between
tradition and improvisation, offering a glimpse into a 'golden' era of fast-evolving tradition in playing, of which Ysaÿe was
one of the leading voices.
"To record these marvellous works for the violin represented the realisation of a much longed-for dream. I still remember
the first time I encountered a recording of these pieces when I was only 14 years old; I felt immediately enchanted not
only by their technical complexity, but also by the honesty of the music behind every single note." says Giovanni Guzzo,
in his note to this recording. 
Giovanni Guzzo is Principal Guest leader of the Budapest Festival Orchestra under Ivan Fischer, and is in demand as a
soloist and chamber musician internationally. A pupil of Maurice Hasson and Zakhar Bron, Giovanni is Professor of Violin
at the Royal Academy of Music in London. His next UK concert is on May 29th at the Storyhouse Theatre, Chester
[programme tbc], he returns in July for the Cheltenham and Budleigh Salterton Festivals.

1-4 Sonata No.1 in G minor ‘Joseph Szigeti’
5-8 Sonata No.2 in A minor ‘Jacques Thibuad’
9 Sonata No.3 in D minor ‘Georges Enescu’
10-12 Sonata No.4 in E minor ‘Fritz Kreisler’
13-14 Sonata No.5 in G major ‘Matthieu Crickboom’
15 Sonata No.6 in E major ‘Manuel Quiroga’ 

www.giovanniguzzo.com, www.rubiconclassics.com
Promotion via BBC Music Magazine online, Rubicon YouTube and Facebook
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Label: Christophorus
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: CHR77412
Barcode: 4010072774125
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Neumeyer Consort
Felix Koch

TELEMANN: Overture-Suites 

The overture-suite enjoyed a great popularity, especially in Germany during the first half of the 18th century in particular
Bach’s so-called 'Orchestral Suites'. While the opening overture was associated with clear expectations of form, the
composer was relatively free in the selection and sequence of the following movements.
Georg Philipp Telemann put this into practice creatively in a diverse selection of overture-suites, the titles of which allude
humorously to characters and human behaviors, as well as contemporary events and discussions: 'La Bizarre', 'La
Changeante' or 'Des nations anciens et modernes'. The selection on this recording offers a wonderful insight into the
veritable cosmos of Telemann’s overture-suites.

1-8 Ouvertüren-Suite »La Bizarre« G-Dur TWV 55:G2 für Streicher & Basso continuo
9-16 Ouvertüren-Suite »La Changeante« g-Moll TWV 55:g2 für Streicher & Basso continuo
17-23 Ouvertüren-Suite a-Moll TWV 55:a2 für Blockflöte, Streicher & Basso continuo
24-32 Ouvertüren-Suite »Des Nations anciens et modernes« G-Dur TWV 55:G4 für Streicher & Basso continuo

recent CDs on Christophorus with the Neumeyer Consort: 
CHR77400 Bach: Brandenburg Concertos
CHR 77310 Platti: Ricercate & Sonate. Chamber Music with Violoncello
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NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Profeti della Quinta
Elam Rotem

The Carlo G Manuscript 
Virtuoso liturgical music from the early 17th century
Profeti della Quinta
Elam Rotem

Some 15 years ago, the hitherto unknown 'Carlo G Manuscript' was purchased at a Vienna jumble sale for the princely
sum of 60 Euros. Once a doctoral thesis has been prepared based on this document and it had been made available on
the internet in the form of scanned images, the manuscript was sold by Sotheby’s at auction to an anonymous buyer in
2007, as a consequence of which it has once again disappeared. The fact that the surname of its author had become
illegible as a result of a smudge deepens the mystery surrounding the manuscript even further. However, despite being
contemporaneous with the infamous Carlo Gesualdo, everything points to the fact the prince of Venosa was not the
composer being searched for…
An extensive selection of pieces from the manuscript can now be heard courtesy of the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis,
performed by the ensemble Profeti della Quinta, directed by the organist Elam Rotem. These are liturgical pieces dating
from the early 17th-century in a very similar form to what can be heard on this recording. One of the manuscript’s
peculiar characteristics is that it includes, exactly – note for note – what is expected from the singers and organist. This
embraces the complex ornamentations which, by and large, musicians would improvise and wouldn’t be written down.
The acoustic of the Chiesa dei Santi Eusebio e Vittore de Peglio, Italy provides added authenticity to a project which is
entrancing from every angle.

Programme
01 Anonymous: Veni dilecte mi | 02 Carlo G. (Anon): Tota pulchra es | 03 Anonymous: Amor Jesu dulcissime 
04 Paolo Quagliati: Alma mater | 05 Giulio Caccini: Benché sovra le stelle (‘per monache’) | 06 Anonymous: Ricercar 
07 Carlo G. (Anon): Sub umbra illius | 08 Anonymous: Toccata in D | 09 Carlo G. (Anon): Mater Hierusalem 
10 Carlo G. (Anon): Ego flos campi | 11 Carlo G. (Anon): Ego dormio et cor meum vigilat 
12 Carlo G. (Anon): Panis angelicus | 13 Anonymous: Toccata in A | 14 Carlo G. (Anon: Iste est (‘per S. Bernardo’) 
15 Carlo G. (Anon): Peccavi super numerum | 16 Anonymous: Toccata Elevatione | 17 Carlo G. (Anon): Miserere
18 Carlo G. (Anon): Nigra sum | 19 Girolamo Giacobbi: Luce gratiae tuae | 20 Paolo Quagliati: Toccata 
21 Giulio Caccini: Deus Dominus meus | 22 Anonymous: Canzone | 23 Carlo G. (Anon): Sicut sponsus matris
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Label: Pan Classics
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: PC10373
Barcode: 7619990103733
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Sergey Malov [violoncello da spalla, baroque
violin, viola]

violin by Ferdinando Gagliano, 
viola by Pietro Gaggini (1958)
baroque violin by Giofredo Cappa, 
violoncello da spalla, Dmitry Badiarov (2011, 2013)

BACH, LIGETI: 13 Strings
Sergey Malov 

Sergey Malov's  interest in historically informed performance practices led him to study the Baroque violin and more
recently the violoncello da spalla. In addition he has won major competitions on both violin and viola (Heifetz 2008,
Mozart 2010) and the viola (Tokyo 2010). Today he successfully combines all these instruments in recitals, concerts and
recordings and he has appeared as a soloist with orchestras such as the London Philharmonic, BBC Symphony, Tokyo
Philharmonic, St. Petersburg Philharmonic, Mozarteum Orchester Salzburg and the Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin.
'13 Strings' is Malov's exciting new project, bringing together Bach's Chaconne in D Minor with György Ligeti's atonal
'Chaconne chromatique', two pieces that could hardly be more different upon first hearing.  He plays on three
instruments: a Baroque violin, a modern viola and a five-stringed violoncello da spalla, an instrument played on the
shoulder: 13 strings, 3 instruments, 2 composers and one musician.

Johann Sebastian Bach: 
1-6 Suite no. 2 in D minor BWV 1007
7-11 Partita no. 2 in D minor BWV 1004
12-17 György Ligeti: Sonata for viola solo

ALSO AVAILABLE: PC10360 Hommage to Paganini
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BUDGET Price
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Trio Wanderer:
Jean-Marc Phillips-Varjabédian [violin]
Raphaël Pidoux [cello]
Vincent Coq [piano]
Christophe Gaugué [viola]
Stephane Logerot [double bass]

SCHUBERT: Trio Op. 100 D929, Trout Quintet Op. 114
Catalogue CD 2017
Trio Wanderer

The Wanderers are among the elite piano, violin and cello combinations, and these great works are signature pieces:
they take their name from the Schubert song and these pieces are cornerstones of their repertoire [previously available
separately] now available at budget price. 

"The Wanderers and their friends play both works with irresistible freshness and brio, making one listen afresh to the
glories of Schubert." The Sunday Times [The Trout]

“This is a finely controlled, highly polished performance of the Trout, and the recorded sound is excellent, 
too… Altogether, the performance is most impressive in the way that its verve is matched with such a 
strong sense of integration and balance.” Gramophone, September 2003 [The Trout]

”If the playing weren’t so delicate, refined, intelligent and colourful it might have felt more than a bit one-sided. As it is
Trio Wanderer convince that this is a fully valid view of Schubert, brilliantly and feelingly executed.”
Chamber Choice, BBC Music Magazine, April 2008 [Trio] 



Vasily Petrenko and the RLPO win Recording of the Year  [ONYX4150] 
Choral Award: Jonathan Harvey: Deo / Choir of St John’s College, Cambridge [SIGCD456]

Vocal Award: Berio: Sinfonia, Mahler/Berio 10 early songs / Matthias Goerne , BBCSO, Josep Pons [HMC902180]
________________________________________

________________________________________
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